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Executive Summary
This deliverable includes the description of the Remote Sensing-based Multiscale
Monitoring System (RS-MMS). It describes the relevant system components, products,
functionalities and communication links that will ensure connection with the
HYPERION platform.

In chapter 2, data procurement and data processing, the main components of the RSMMS, are described. Data procurement includes the Ground Control System that is
responsible for ground and airborne image acquisition of the CH monuments. The
document describes the GCS as well as the most appropriate satellite imagery for the
monitoring of the pilot areas. Data processing will be carried out in the Generic
Ground Station. In this deliverable, new state of the art methods are briefly described
to document the main decisions on the advanced image processing and data analysis
methods that will be developed and/or applied within the HYPERION framework.
The RS-MMS products are described in chapter 3. Some products, such as 3D
representation of the monuments, land deformation, etc., address the needs of
routine monitoring, while some others address post-disaster requirements and are
generated after an earthquake, a flood event, etc. RS-MMS operational functions are
described in chapter 4.
All the products are stored in the RS-MMS repository, which has the task to
communicate with HRAP via the middleware. For this communication, appropriate
metadata for the RS-MMS products will be created and an appropriate web
cataloguing service for geospatial data (GeoNetwork) will be used. The technical
specifications are described in chapter 5. Finally, the appropriate methods that will be
developed for dynamic link to hazard and resilience assessment are reported in the
same chapter.

The deliverable is intended for public use, and it will particularly be helpful for the
partners involved in the design of the HYPERION platform.

HYPERION GA #821054
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background

The deliverable D6.1 “Conceptual framework for remote sensing-based CH
monitoring” sets the baselines for the development and operation of the remote
sensing-based multiscale monitoring system. RS-MMS is one of the basic milestones
of the Hyperion project since it provides valuable Tier 1-3 information on CH
damage/degradation, essential for risk and resilience models. D6.1 is an important
document where procurement and processing of multiscale remote sensing data, as
well as operational functions of the monitoring system are being reported.
All the information reported in the D6.1 deliverable document, will form a basis for
HYPERION WP6 implementation. Links to HRAP in order to connect degradation and
damage assessment with resilience procedures are also included.

1.2 Scope and Objective

The Remote Sensing-based multiscale monitoring system aims at providing detection
of damage/degradation and emerging hazards for the individual CH monuments (tier
1) that are reported in D2.1, as well as for the broader area (tier 3) of the pilot areas
(i.e. city of Rhodes, Granada, Venice and Tonsberg). Furthermore, it aims at rapid
post-hazard event damage assessment of the CH assets and the broader area. RSMMS integrates data from various remote sensing platforms such as satellites, UAV
and ground based, with the focus on the optimal processing of remote sensing data in
order to match the specific monitoring needs for historic monuments/areas and
hazard scenarios. The Ground Control System (GCS) and Generic Ground Station (GGS)
are the main components of the RS-MMS responsible for data acquisition and
processing, respectively. The products of the GGS will be stored in the repository of
the RS-MMS which will enable connection between the generated
degradation/damage information with the hazard and resilience assessment
procedures.

HYPERION GA #821054
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2. The components of the RS-based multiscale monitoring
system

The RS-based multiscale monitoring system is presented in Figure 1. The Ground
Control System is responsible for data acquisition by air and ground-based platforms.
It includes tools for path planning, navigation and control of the vehicles, as well as
photogrammetric devices and laser scanners. It aims at the acquisition of data for Tier
1 buildings. Furthermore, satellite remote sensing data will be selected enabling the
activation of Tier 2 and Tier 3 monitoring levels. Remote sensing data and Copernicus
products from the Emergency Management Service (EMS) will be collected,
processed, analysed and integrated in the HYPERION Generic Ground Station (GGS).
Advance methodologies for a) 3D analysis using photogrammetric means and ML,
mainly focusing on deep learning methodologies and tensor Algebra decomposition
b) ground deformation assessment using SBAS approach, c) change detection using
deep learning methodologies, and d) flood extent delineation based on Bayesian
approach will be employed for generating the RS-MMS products.

Figure 1: The RS-based multiscale monitoring system

HYPERION GA #821054
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2.1 The data acquisition/selection component
2.1.1 GCS deployment

The GCS contains all the necessary equipment for the data acquisition process and the
in situ monitoring of the CH buildings. The system needs to be transportable in order
to move it to all the Cultural Heritage Buildings and Sites that need to be monitored.
The system includes multi-rotor and/or fixed wing, depending on special local
conditions, UAS combined with terrestrial or airborne multispectral, hyperspectral
and thermal cameras, digital high resolution cameras, laser scanners and integrated
total stations with all the necessary accessories. The equipment will be used for the
3D modelling, monitoring and representation of the selected structures and the
immediate surroundings.
First of all, the UAS has three components:




An autonomous or human-operated control system which is usually on the
ground but may also be on another airborne platform
An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)

A command and control (C2) system or sometimes referred to as a
communication, command and control (C3) system which links the vehicle and
the system.

Figure 2: Overview of the UAS components. (Everaerts, 2008)

HYPERION GA #821054
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The airborne component consists of the airframe, the avionics with a central
processing unit, the location transponder, the power and propulsion system, the
instrument and the telecommunication (Everaerts, 2008). On the other hand, the
ground component is composed of the mission planning, the aircraft control, the
telecommunication, the instrument operation, the instrument data reception,
processing and distribution. This whole system is responsible for the effectiveness and
functionality of the airborne and the ground segment operation, the mission
preparation, monitoring and inspection.

Moreover, close range photogrammetric methods will be conducted using high
resolution digital cameras as well as terrestrial laser scanners. Although image-based
modelling with digital high resolution images could be sufficient, experience from
previous implementations (Tapinaki et al., 2019; Moropoulou et al., 2017) has
shown that for determining the surface of the object laser scanning delivers equally
accurate but crisper point clouds compared to the SfM-MVS (Structure from Motion,
SfM-MultiView Stereo, MVS) procedure.
The raw data for the 3D modelling of the CH buildings and sites will be measurements,
images and point clouds. The size of the data will vary according to the size, level of
detail and complexity of each CH site and it is estimated to be 25-40GB.

2.1.2 Satellite images

SAR data
SAR sensors have the advantage of providing information at all weather (cloud-free),
illumination (day and night) conditions over a site. Modern SAR sensors such as
Sentinel-1 can offer reliable, repeated wide area monitoring provide information at a
systematic way. Due to the abovementioned advantages of SAR data, a lot of studies
were conducted the past two decades for extracting land deformation information
(Massonet et al., 1998, Yunjun et al., 2019) and for flood mapping and monitoring
(Twele et al., 2016).

The Sentinel-1 mission is the European Radar Observatory for the Copernicus joint
initiative of the European Commission (EC) and the European Space Agency (ESA). The
Sentinel-1 mission is a two-satellite constellation and includes high-resolution dual
polarization C-band imaging at very short revisit times (6-days) and rapid product
delivery. Sentinel-1A/B satellites were successfully launched in 2014 and 2016
respectively. Moreover, the free, full and open data policy adopted for the Copernicus
programme foresees access available to all users. Sentinel-1 is designed to work in a
pre-programmed mode imaging all global landmasses ensuring the reliability of
service required by services and a consistent long term data archive built for
applications based on long time series.
In Figure 3, the coverage of Sentinel-1 data over the pilot areas is denoted with red
rectangles. Around 120 Sentinel acquisitions were selected for each pilot area for the
period 2016-2019. The Sentinel-1 IW TOPS data were downloaded from
https://scihub.copernicus.eu/. The total size of the SAR datasets is around 2.2 TB.
HYPERION GA #821054
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Figure 3:Sentinel-1 footprints (red rectangles) for pilot areas

High resolution optical multispectral data
Sentinel-2 is a wide-swath, high-resolution, multi-spectral imaging mission, supporting
Copernicus Land Monitoring studies, including the monitoring of vegetation, soil and
water cover, as well as observation of inland waterways and coastal areas. The
Sentinel-2 Multispectral Instrument (MSI) samples 13 spectral bands in the visible,
near infrared, and short wave infrared part of the spectrum: four bands at 10 meters,
six bands at 20 meters and three bands at 60 meters spatial resolution.
The acquired data, mission coverage and high revisit frequency (5 days) of the twin
satellite constellation provides for the generation of geoinformation at local, regional,
national and international scales. Sentinel-2A/B satellites were successfully launched
in 2015 and 2017 respectively. The Sentinel-2 mission is part of the Copernicus
proramme and like all Sentinel data follow the free, full and open data policy. The
Sentinel-2 data can be downloaded from https://scihub.copernicus.eu/.

The Operational Land Imager (OLI) is one of the two instruments carried on board
Landsat 8 (also known as LDCM - Landsat Data Continuity Mission) satellite. This
sensor provides seasonal coverage of the global landmass at a spatial resolution of 30
metres (visible, NIR, SWIR) and 15 metres (panchromatic). The spectral coverage and
radiometric performance (accuracy, dynamic range, and precision) are designed to
detect and characterize multi-decadal land cover change in concert with historic
Landsat data. The objective of scheduling and data collection is to provide cloud-free
coverage of the global landmass on a seasonal basis. The main objective of ESA's
implementation of the Landsat 8 PDGS is the provision of the LDCM data to the
European user community within 3 hours after the sensing time. Landsat 8 was
HYPERION GA #821054
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launched in 2013. The Landsat 8 OLI data can be downloaded from
https://landsat8portal.eo.esa.int/portal/. In Figure 4, the footprints of Sentinel-2 (red)
and Landsat 8 (green) data over the areas of interest is presented.

Figure 4 Sentinel-2 (red) and Landsat 8 (green) footprints for pilot areas

For the pilot areas of the Hyperion project, given the number of orbits of each satellite
over each area, their revisit frequency varies between 1 to 5 days. The revisit
frequencies and the number of orbits for each satellite and each pilot area are
presented in the table below.
Table 1 Satellite revisit frequency

Pilot Area

No of S2
orbits

Rhodes city

1

Tonsberg

2

Granada
Venetia

1
1

Revisit
No of L08
frequency
orbits
(days)
2

(1 - 5)

2

(1 - 3)

1
2

(1 - 5)
(1- 5)

Very high resolution optical multispectral data
Very high resolution (VHR) satellite images contain the necessary spatial resolution
(<1 m) for the monitoring of the increase of impervious surfaces. Thus, the land cover
HYPERION GA #821054
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changes of the four cultural heritage areas will be monitored by VHR satellite images
collected by three commercial satellites owned by Digital Globe in the years 2010 and
2019. The selected images are provided a) by Quickbird with spatial resolution 0.61
m in the panchromatic (PAN) band and 2.4 m in the multispectral bands (MS), b) by
WorldView-2 (WV-2) with spatial resolution 0.46 m in the PAN band and 1.84 m in the
MS bands and c) by WorldView-3 (WV-3) with spatial resolution 0.31 m in the PAN
band and 1.24 m in the MS bands. Quickbird was operational until 2015 while WV-2
and WV-3 are still operating. The land cover change detection method will make use
of the pansharpened visible and near infrared bands. The total size of the optical
multispectral data provided by the abovementioned satellites is around 5 GB. If the
size of the pansharpened and resampled data (required in pre-processing steps) is
taken into account, the total size is around 20 GB.

2.2 The data processing component

2.2.1 The Ground Generic Station concept

Data from ground and drone sensors, as well as, satellite imagery and Copernicus
products will be collected, processed, analysed and integrated in the HYPERION
Generic Ground Station (GGS) to address multiscale monitoring requirements ranging
from the historic areas and the ambient environment to detailed inspection of
selected hotspots.
Practically, the GGS will be a server dedicated to perform all the data collection as well
as to do most of the remote sensing data pre-processing, processing and storage of
the results. To do this, the server, will have a fast network connection (in order to
achieve fast transfer of the HYPERION raw airborne or satellite data), will hold a large
storage volume and will have high computing efficiency. Inside the server, dockerized
applications and/or virtual machines, each one dedicated to perform different tasks
(more than one if compatible one another), will perform the data processing.
Algorithms and methodologies for monitoring floods, ground deformations and land
cover changes will be developed. Terrestrial and airborne data will be processed and
novel methodologies will be applied for 3D models, 4D representations, and change
detection approaches appropriate to detect structural deformations. The output of
the processing methodologies will be hosted on the MMS product repository, which
can also be hosted on the same server along with GGS. Thus, the GGS as delineated in
Figure 1 and the MMS product repository, which is described in 5.2, will most probably
be hosted on the same machine, which will also have the task to communicate with
HRAP via the middleware.

2.2.2 3D representation methods

The aim of the raw data processing stage is to produce accurate 3D models of the
monuments to be monitored, in order to have all the necessary geometric information
of the case studies. The data processing procedure could be divided in two parts, one
concerning the digital images and the other one concerning the laser scanner point
clouds.
HYPERION GA #821054
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As far as the first process is concerned an image based modelling software will be used
in order to produce the dense point cloud. This kind of software uses contemporary
computer vision algorithms suitably adapted to confront the challenge of processing
a huge number of images and extracting useful metric information from them.
Structure-from-Motion (SfM) from unordered images has seen a tremendous
evolution over the years. SfM is the process of reconstructing the 3D object structure
from its projections into a series of images taken from different viewpoints
(Schönberger & Frahm, 2016). It commonly starts with feature extraction and
matching, followed by geometric verification. The result is a refined 3D reconstructed
sparse point cloud using most of the times filtering processes and bundle adjustment.
Then, the output of SfM serves as the input to MVS to obtain a dense representation
of the scene, e.g., in the form of depth maps, a dense point cloud, or a meshed surface
model (Schönberger, 2018). Generally, the ultimate goal of image-based
reconstruction is to produce high-quality 3D models. The quality of SfM results
strongly depends on accurate and complete two-view correspondences as input, and
MVS relies on an accurate and complete SfM reconstruction. As far as the laser
scanning process is concerned, the common practice followed is the registration of
the point clouds, either using the Cloud-to-Cloud method or using the Target-toTarget method. The registered point clouds will be further processed to reduce noise
and remove unwanted objects. Then the dense point cloud from the IBM software will
be used to fulfil the scans and generate the final point cloud for each CH building.
Finally, the point object will be converted to a polygon object and any deviation will
be fixed.
3D survey methodologies employing both TLS and close-range photogrammetry with
SfM techniques will produce accurate and detailed 3D models. This will be an effective
solution in order to monitor and identify any differential movements, deflections and
cracks in the CH buildings.

2.2.3 Satellite image processing methods

In this section the processing workflows using satellite remote sensing data are
described.

Methodology to extract ground displacement from SAR satellite data
SAR data contain backscattering intensity information and phase information of the
ground. Backscattering reflects the surface properties (water content, roughness etc.)
and phase records contains distance information between the sensor and the target.
The technique that combines the SAR acquisitions to provide topographic or ground
deformation estimation is called InSAR (Interferometric SAR). InSAR is the
measurement of signal phase change (interference) between radar images (over
time). Considering a single pixel footprint on the ground P, the sensor acquires a first
SAR image from satellite position M, measuring a phase
and from a second
satellite position S measuring a phase
. The Interferometric SAR (InSAR) technique
exploits the phase difference
− :
HYPERION GA #821054
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When a point on the ground moves, the distance between the sensor and the point
changes, thereby producing a corresponding shift in signal phase. This shift is used to
quantify the ground movement.
=

4

+

Where a is a phase shift due to different atmospheric conditions between the two
acquisitions

An interferogram is a 2D representation of the difference in phase values. Variations
of phase in an interferogram are identified by fringes, colored bands that indicate
areas where movement is occurring and the rate of movement being experienced. The
precision with which the movement can be measured is usually in the centimeter
range as the phase shift is also impacted by topographic distortions, atmospheric
effects, and other sources of noise.
When InSAR is used to identify and quantify ground movement the process is referred
to as Differential InSAR (DInSAR). In DInSAR topographic effects are removed by using
a DEM of the area of interest to create a differential interferogram.
=

4

+

+ +

is the contribution to phase arising from possible errors in the DEM that was used to
remove the topographic effects,
is the differential interferometric phase,
is the
incremental distance the signal travels from the sensor to the ground and back, and
is the atmospheric contribution to phase shift.
DInSAR is a useful tool for identifying footprints of progressing movement and creating
deformation maps. The limitation of DInSAR method results from DEM errors,
atmospheric propagation delays and decorrelation due to the increase of the
temporal and spatial baseline between satellite passes. Moreover, DInSAR technique
has relatively low precision (centimeter scale) and it cannot distinguish between linear
and non-linear motion. To overcome these difficulties and produce long time series of
ground motion, two groups of interferometric time series methodologies have been
developed. The first one is called Permanent Scatterer (PS) (Ferretti et al., 2001;
Hooper et al., 2004) and extracted displacement information over high-coherent
targets. The second on is called Small BAseline Subset (SBAS) (Berardino et al., 2002;
López-Quiroz et al., 2009; Yunjun et al., 2019) and can extract deformation
information also over medium-coherent targets. The efficiency of both approaches
has been proven in numerous applications (Yan et al., 2012).

Due to the improved orbital control and short revisit time of Sentinel-1, the SBAS
method has a great potential for extracting ground deformation from a time series of
differential interferograms (Yunjun et al., 2019). The main principle of SBAS technique
is to exploit redundant information from a network of interferograms with small
temporal and spatial baselines. The redundancy is resolved using (weighted) least
square estimation (Lauknes et al., 2011; Yunjun et al., 2019) for fully connected
interferograms networks or singular value decomposition (Berardino et al., 2002;
López-Quiroz et al., 2009) in case of non-fully connected networks. The work of Yunjun
HYPERION GA #821054
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et al., 2019 and the developed software package will be used as basis for the GGS land
deformation component. A short description is provided at the next paragraphs.
Let`s say that a system of interferograms from
inverted to extract the deformation information
relationship:
, ,..

Where

=

, ….

+

,

SAR acquisitions that have to be
…. , is expressed by the following

, ,….

is the differential interferometric phase of the ℎ interferogram,

is a
× ( − 1) design matrix indicating the acquisition pairs used for
interferograms generation. It consists of -1, 0 and 1 for each row with -1 for master
acquisition, 1 for slave acquisition and 0 for the rest.
is the error term of the ℎ interferograms. This error term includes the
decorrelation noise, the phase change due to change o dielectric properties of the
target (De Zan et al., 2014) or processing inconsistencies such as co-registration,
interpolation errors (Agram and Simons, 2015) and unwrapping errors.

For fully connected interferograms networks the full rank design matrix A can be
inverted using an unbiased weighted least square estimator on the overdetermined
system (Yunjun et al., 2019).
, ,..

where
is a

, ,..

×

=

, ,..

−

, ,…

=(

)

, ,..

is the estimated raw deformation phase time-series and

diagonal weight matrix,

According to (Tough et al., 1995), the inverse of phase variance can be a
representative metric that can be used as weighting factor. The phase variance is
calculated through the integration of phase probability distribution function (PDF).

At a second and final stage, the de-noising of the estimated raw deformation phase
time-series from topographic residual, tropospheric and phase ramp components is
performed. For this project, a special treatment of these contributions will be
performed due to the available data from end-users of each pilot case. In particular,
exploiting the already provided recently-updated high resolution DEM/DSM
information the topographic residual term can be mitigated with an approach based
on Fattahi and Amelung, 2013. Tropospheric contributions will be estimated and
subtracted using data from meteorological stations based on the approach from Dong
et al., 2019. GPS data will be used for estimating linear or quadratic ramps introduced
by orbital errors based on the work of Tong et al., 2013. Finally, a part of GPS
measurements will be used as validation for the deformation results over the pilot
areas.
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Methodology for landslide mapping and earthquake induced deformation
Fast response after natural disasters, such as earthquakes and landslide, is necessary
to support actions related with rescue, humanitarian and reconstruction operation in
the affected area. Rapid damage mapping after a disaster is crucial and can provide a
first damage assessment for the affected region. Satellite remote sensing data due to
their low cost, wide coverage and frequent observations play a key role to this
manner. Algorithms that based on the processing of SAR data due to their all day all
weather availability are considered excellent choices (Plank, 2014).
Well-established procedures for damage assessment using SAR data are based on
coherence and intensity correlation approaches. For example, Yonezawa et al. 1999,
investigated damage assessment of urban area after the 1995 Hygokon-Nanbu
Earthquake, Japan and the 2001 Gujrat Earthquake, India using a normalized
difference approach in interferometric coherence. Fielding et al., 2005 performed
damage assessment by visual interpretation of the interferometric coherence after
the 2003 Bam Earthquake. Chini et al., 2008 used ERS and ENVISAT ASAR data and
determined surface changes caused by the 2004 Indonesia Earthquake by visual
interpretation of SAR intensity coefficient and SAR backscattering. The reported a
higher accuracy of their damage assessment when SAR backscattering and intensity
correlation are combined into RGB combinations compared to single use of SAR
backscattering or intensity correlation. Mondini et al., 2019, applied photointerpretative methods to detect landslide in measures of change of amplitude in preand post-event Sentinel-1 images.

For the HYPERION project for each pilot area, an automatic processing chain that will
generate, an information stack of a) pre-, post-disaster calibrated backscattering, b)
intensity correlation, c) interferometric coherence, and d) wrapped interferogram, will
be developed as a part of GGS.
Methodology to derive floods
Flash floods are considered to be among the most frequent and destructive types of
natural disasters worldwide, with significant consequences including: (a) human and
animal life losses, (b) agricultural crops destruction and soil loss (c) damages of
infrastructures, communication networks, and, (d) transport of sediment loads and
pollutants. The most efficient way of mapping flood extents in near real time and over
large areas is to exploit EO satellite images. The best practise is to use synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) images due to their almost all-weather day/night image
acquisition capabilities (Giustarini et al., 2016). Flat surfaces such as calm water
appear as dark areas in a radar image (decreased backscattering coefficient, σ0), since
most of the incident radar pulses are specularly reflected away from the antenna.
Although, in built environments, vegetated canopies, deep valley bottoms, and
various surface waterlike response areas, σ0 increases if the radar wave bounces of
the water and then off a vertical structure (the “double bounce” effect). Moreover, as
a consequence of the side-looking nature of SAR sensors, areas of a ground surface
may not be visible to the satellite due to radar shadowing and layover caused by
buildings or taller vegetation (Lin et al., 2019).
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Commonly used SAR-based flood extent mapping techniques include simple visual
interpretation, supervised classification, histogram thresholding, interferometric SAR
coherence, and various multitemporal change detection methods. Histogram
thresholding is one of the most commonly used methods. Giustarini et al., 2016, given
a SAR image of backscatter values, constructed a total histogram of backscatter values
and decompose this histogram into probability distribution functions of backscatter
values associated with flooded (open water) and non-flooded pixels, respectively.
Several studies have tried to improve the accuracy of urban flood mapping by
addressing layover and shadow effects, such as Mason et al., 2012, by masking out the
layover and shadow zones by using a SAR simulator. Pulvirenti et al., 2011, developed
an algorithm that adopted the double-bounce intensity values from electromagnetic
modeling as initial fuzzy thresholds, and they used fuzzy logic to map out the urban
flood with intensity increase.
Moreover, multitemporal SAR data analyses are also being adopted by scientists to
study flood extents. Hostache et al., 2012 suggested to select the most appropriate
pre-flood image for change detection from a time series perspective. Schlaffer et al.,
2017, carried out harmonic analysis on seven years of ENVISAT ASAR data and
identified floods by looking at anomalies in the time series. Based on the Giustarini et
al., 2016, study, Lin et al., 2019, applied a time-series normalization on the
backscattering data and then used the probability distribution functions for intensity
decrease (due to specular reflection of the signal) and intensity increase (due to
double bounce) cases separately.

In addition, some studies have found that using interferometric coherence in
conjunction with intensity will improve the detection accuracy particularly associated
with double bounce. Pulvirenti et al., 2016, showed that a significant improvement in
the detection of urban flooding could be made by using SAR coherence in conjunction
with backscatter to detect the flooding. Coherence was measured using the phases
and amplitudes of interferometric pairs, with one image being obtained during the
flooding, and the other prior to the flooding. An urban area that is not flooded should
have high coherence whereas if there is flooding the coherence should be low. Chini
et al., 2019, introduced an approach that is based on two fundamental processing
steps: the first one exploits a multi-pass technique to detect areas of double-bounce
in an urban environment; the second one uses the change of within those areas to
detect the inundated pixels.

Complementary to SAR images, optical data also have been used to monitor flood
events. D'Addabbo et al., 2016, presented a data fusion approach, based on Bayesian
Networks, where multi-temporal SAR intensity images, multitemporal InSAR
coherence data and optical data are fused together. For wetland and flood
monitoring, Toyra et al., 2005, used the augmented vector approach to combine radar
data and optical images from Landsat or SPOT as if they were obtained by one sensor.
To extract flooded area and water body, Sun et al., 2007 considered the principal
components analysis and the intensity, hue and saturation method to combine
infrared Landsat bands and radar data. Dey et al., 2008, considered a decision fusion
approach to combine classification results from Radarsat and Landsat data to
distinguish between permanent water and flood regions. Li and Chen, 2005, applied a
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decision rule technique using Radarsat 1, Landsat 7 and DEM data for wetlands
mapping. Optical satellite data may be helpful in urban flood mapping due to the
higher spatial resolution than SAR data but oftentimes cannot be exploited due to
cloud coverage or potential false alarm because of shadows.

An approach enabling the automated, objective, and reliable flood extent extraction
from Sentinel-1 SAR, and Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8 optical imagery (if they pass the
cloud constraint) will be developed. Estimation of the probability density function of
backscattering values associated with “open water”, appropriate thresholding, which
yields a flood inundation map, and detection of permanent water bodies will be key
factors for the effectiveness of the developed approach.
Methodology for detection of land cover changes
Deep learning is among the machine learning techniques that have proven very
promising results in multiple image processing tasks in the current research. The
increasing computation capabilities provided by modern central processing units
(CPUs) and especially graphical processing units (GPUS) combined with the existence
of public databases with large training data, have permitted the development of
robust artificial neural network architectures.

Artificial neural networks simulate the processes of the human brain and are capable
of representing both low level and high level features. Among their well-known
advantages are the absence of the need to create time-consuming human-engineered
features and their ability to be less sensitive to noisy training data compared to other
machine learning methods. Convolutional neural networks use convolution as a key
concept in order to represent spatial information besides the spectral. CNNs can either
appear as patch-based architectures or more recently as pixel based
encoding/decoding architectures which are fully convolutional, i.e. they do not
contain fully connected layers. The depth of the network, the activation functions, the
kernel size, the number of feature maps, pooling/deconvolution layers for
downsampling/ upsampling etc. consist critical hyperparameters when building a CNN
architecture.
Since image classification is among the most fundamental image processing tasks, the
majority of the deep learning architectures were initially developed to target the
classification problem. Change detection can be thought as a form of image
classification which uses multidate imagery as its input.

For the HYPERION project the following methodology will be followed for the land
cover change detection. At first, resampling of the multitemporal images will be
implemented in order to achieve common spatial resolution between the images
collected by the different satellites. Then, image registration will be performed (Figure
5) which is the process of geometrically aligning images covering the same scene
obtained at different times (Zitova & Flusser, 2003). Three main steps are included in
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image registration: collecting matched point-pairs, establishing a transformation
model, and transforming images. The matched point-pairs are either manually or
preferably automatically selected. Well-known methods that automatically detect
salient and distinctive features include SIFT (Lowe, 2004) and SURF (Bay et al, 2008).
Difficulties in image registration are imposed by the radiometric difference between
multi-temporal images caused by different imaging conditions and different spectral
sensitivity of the sensors. Calculation of robust texture features (Gabor features)
(Cerra et al, 2016) will be considered to mitigate possible radiometric differences that
affect the land change detection method.

Figure 5:Image registration process

Following image registration, the land cover change detection method will be
developed. The semantic richness of VHR images increases the complexity of the
image analysis and makes the change detection process even more challenging
especially in complex and heterogeneous environments like those studied in the
project. Thus, the methodology will be based on most recent deep learning
approaches in order to mitigate these challenges. The method will observe changes
for the years 2010 and 2019 in the four cultural heritages areas studied in the project
(Figure 6). This time frame was considered suitable since it is expected to provide an
adequate number of land cover change training data necessary for the development
and implementation of the methodology.
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Figure 6:Heterogeneity of land cover in the areas studied in the project. a) Granada, b) Tonsberg, c )Rhodes,
d)Venice

The methodology will investigate a) Early Fusion (EF) which consists of concatenating
the two multitemporal image pairs as the first step of the network and b) Siamese
networks (Figure 7) where each of the patches are processed in parallel by two
branches of convolutional layers usually with shared weights. Both a supervised endto-end approach (Daudt et al., 2018; El Amin et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2019;) as well as
an unsupervised approach (De Jong & Bosman, 2019; Wu et al., 2019) will be
investigated in order to successfully monitor the increase of impervious materials.
Training data will be manually extracted by the multitemporal images provided by
Quickbird and WV-2, WV-3 VHR satellites. Possibly available land cover maps (e.g.
European Settlement map) will assist in the labelling process. Simple processing
techniques such as band subtraction / ratio and spectral vector angle will also give a
preliminary indication of the changes.

Figure 7:Indicative example of a Siamese convolutional neural network with decoder structure. Source of input
images: Wu et al.,2019

2.2.4 Hyperspectral methods

The recent advances in optics and photonics have stimulated the deployment of
hyperspectral imaging sensors of high-spatial and high-spectral resolution. These
sensors are now placed on satellite, unmanned aerial vehicle, and ground acquisition
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platforms used for material, object, and terrain land detection and classification
(Wycoff, 2013). In this context, hyperspectral information can be valuable for damage
detection and monitoring of structural health of cultural heritage sites.

In hyperspectral image analysis, although high-spatial and high-spectral resolution
improves classification accuracy, it also imposes several research challenges derived
as a consequence of the so-called “curse of dimensionality”; the difficulties arise when
we need to analyze and organize data in high-dimensional spaces. Hyperspectral data
have their own unique characteristics, though being applied for a wide variety of
applications, such as agriculture, surveillance, astronomy, and biomedical imaging
(Chang, 2013): 1) high-dimensional data; 2) limited number of labelled samples; and
3) large spatial variability of spectral signatures (Camps-Valls, 2004).

Several works in the literature concerning hyperspectral image classification, follow
the conventional workflow of pattern recognition process, consisting of two separate
steps. First, features are extracted from the raw data, creating labelled training data
sets. Second, classifiers, linear or nonlinear, such as support vector machines (SVMs)
and neural networks (NNs), are used to map the extracted features to the target
(desired) outputs. The key problem, however, in applying such conventional processes
in classifying high-dimensional hyperspectral data is that a large number of labelled
training samples are required to model the statistical input diversities and
consequently to well train the classifier. In remote sensing applications, a collection of
a large number of labelled data is an expensive and time-consuming process. Another
drawback is that classifiers are often used as “black boxes”. This means that there is
no direct interpretation of how spatial and spectral bands contribute to the final
classification outcome.
One way to address issues deriving from the high dimensionality and heterogeneity of
the data is to employ statistical learning methods [6]. However, even in this case, the
problem of extracting a set of appropriate features remains. Feature representation
significantly affects the classification outcome. Estimating a suitable set of
discriminative features, in order to increase the accuracy of the classifier, is an arduous
task especially when the data is lying in high-dimensional spaces.

For this reason, recently deep learning paradigms have been investigated for
classifying hyperspectral data (Hinton, 2006). Deep learning machines receive as
inputs, instead of features, the raw sensory data. Then, they nonlinearly transform the
raw inputs to hierarchies of representations which are used, in the following, as “the
most suitable features” in a supervised mapping phase. Thus, deep learning tackles
feature-related issues. This is also proven by the current research outcomes (Chen,
2014; Makantasis, 2015a) indicating the outperformance of deep learning machines
in accurately detecting various objects in hyperspectral imaging data. Examples
include the detection of man-made constructions rather than natural ones
(Makantasis 2015b), vehicles’ detection, object tracking (Kandylakis, 2016), land cover
mapping, and critical infrastructure assessment (Makantasis, 2016). In the context of
HYPERION, we will implement deep learning models, such as Convolutional Neural
Networks and variations thereof for hyperspectral image classification.
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However, typical deep learning approaches are not without shortcomings. A typical
deep learning architecture contains a huge number of tuneable parameters implying
that a large number of samples is also needed to accurately train the network. In
addition, deep learning processes present high computational complexity.

Recently tensor-based machine learning models have appeared as promising
alternatives for hyperspectral data classification (Zhou, 2013; Tan, 2012). In particular,
Zhou et al. (2013) and Tan et al. (2012) have introduced a linear model using tensorbased regression with applications in neuroimaging data analysis and for classification.
These approaches are considered as the first works which discussed the statistical
inference procedure for the general raw tensor regression. In conventional learning
models, usually the inputs are vector data. Therefore, in the case of multidimensional
input arrays, first tensor vectorization is carried out. However, vectorization destroys
the inherent spatial and spectral structure of the input which can offer a physical
interpretation of how spatial information and spectral bands contribute to the
classification outcome. Furthermore, tensor vectorization fails to address the issues
that stem from the high dimensionality of the data, since again a large number of
tuneable parameters are required. To handle these limitations, we need to consider
the input data as tensors, keeping the spatial and spectral structure of the data, and
then, using principles of tensor algebra, to find out ways to reduce the number of
parameters needed to be estimated during training.
In HYPERION, we will develop tensor-based machine learning models in which through
the decomposition of the model weights, we are able to significantly reduce the
number of parameters required to train the classifier. Thus, a smaller labelled data set
is needed than in conventional learning approaches where the tensor inputs are first
vectorized. In this way, it will be made possible to adequately train learning models
with fewer training data samples, which is one of the problems encountered in the
case of hyperspectral imagery in HYPERION cultural sites in both routine monitoring
and especially post-disaster damage assessment scenarios.

The tensor-based model to be employed is characterized by the rank-1 canonical
decomposition property for the model weights, which means that it retains the
structure of the spatial and spectral band information, which is a very important
aspect for hyperspectral data classification. This is due to the fact that it actually
permits the extraction of valuable information regarding the contribution of each of
the hyperspectral bands to the classification. Thus, the canonical decomposition
provides a physical interpretation of the classification outcome, i.e., how the location
of the pixels (spatial information) and the spectral bands (spectral information)
influence the final classification performance. The high-order nonlinear model relies
on a modification of a feedforward NN (FNN), while it retains the universal
approximation principles; capability of the network to approximate any unknown
function, under some assumptions of continuity, within any degree of accuracy. The
main difference is that the model weights satisfy the rank-1 canonical decomposition
property. Therefore, the number of parameters (and consequently the number of
training samples) is significantly reduced, especially for the cases where tensor inputs
are considered.
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3. MMS products

3.1 3D representations

The deliverables from the geometric documentation will be the three-dimensional
models of the selected CH buildings and archaeological sites with no texture, just
single coloured for presentation purposes. It is possible, if required, to deliver a
shaded or textured 3D model for a selected case study. Furthermore, all the acquired
high resolution images, as well as the point clouds will be available.

Textured 3D model of a bastion

The 3D model of the bastion without
texture

Figure 8:3D representation products

The estimated size of the 3D model for each CH building and site will be 4-8GB. If
needed, it is possible to reduce the file size, keeping at the same time a high level of
detail.

3.2 Satellite remote sensing-based maps
3.2.1 Ground displacement results

The ground displacement estimation from the processing of SAR satellite data (Session
2.2.3) will result two kinds of products. The first product will be a vector map
(collection of points) with deformation estimations at each SAR acquisition date. It is
expected, that the points with deformation estimations are a subset of the initial
points/pixels in the SAR acquisitions. The second product will be the deformation rate
(velocity) for each point in a vector format and will be provided in a similar way as it
is illustrated in Figure 9. The estimated volume of the products is approximately 2Gb
per pilot area.
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Figure 9:Ground deformation velocity map over Venice pilot area. Image Source:
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/user-guides/sentinel-1-sar/applications/land-monitoring

3.2.2 Earthquake and landslide results

After an earthquake or landslide event the information stack listed in 2.2.3 will be
generated. An example of pre-, post-disaster calibrated backscattering and intensity
correlation, is presented in Figure 10, for earthquake event. An example of pre-, postdisaster calibrated backscattering intensity is presented in Figure 11 for a landslide
event. The information stack will be provided in raster format. The estimated volume
is about of 300Mb per event.
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Figure 10:North Sentinel Island: (a) pre-seismic intensity image (b) post-seismic intensity image (c) RGB colour
composite of intensity images (R = pre-seismic, G = B = post-seismic), where cyan regions represent emerged areas;
(d) pre-seismic intensity correlation (e) post-seismic intensity correlation (f) RGB colour composite of correlation
coefficients (R = pre-seismic intensity correlation, G = B = post-seismic intensity correlation), where cyan regions
represent emerged areas. Figure taken from Chini et al., 2008

Figure 11:The Maoxian (China) landslide: On the left: landslide location, in the middle: the measure of SAR
amplitude changes, on the right: the landslide in the optical image (from https://www.planet.com) Figure taken
from Mondini et al., 2019
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3.2.3 Flood mapping results

After a flooding event the process described in section 2.2.3 will be implemented in
order to map the affected areas. The resulting product will be provided in vector
format. An example a calibrated backscattering of a flooded area, is presented in
Figure 12. The estimated volume is about of 300Mb per event.

Figure 12:Venice flood on November 15th: On the left: the SAR backscattering coefficient with the flooded areas
mapped with blue color, on the right: Venice on the ESRI World Imagery basemap

3.2.4 Land cover change detection results

The land cover change detection results will be provided as a vector polygon map
overlayed on the natural colour composite image of each cultural heritage area. Figure
13c shows an indicative example of a binary (changes/no changes) change detection
map overlayed on an RGB natural composite (13d) and figure 14c shows a multi-class
(categorical) change detection map. The categories will indicate if the change is
related to vegetation, soil, or impervious material. The estimated size of the products
for all areas is 2 GB.

Figure 13:( a) RGB natural composite at time 1, (b) RGB natural composite at time 2, (c) change detection map,
(d) change detection map overlayed on a natural composite. Source of figure: Daudt et al., 2018
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Figure 14:(a) pseudocolor RGB composite at time 1, (b) pseudocolor composite at time 2, (c) multi-class
(categorical) change detection map. Source of figure: Wu et al.,2019

3.3 Copernicus EMS products

The Copernicus EMS Mapping addresses, with a worldwide coverage, a wide range of
emergency situations resulting from natural or man-made disasters. Satellite imagery
and other geospatial data are used to provide free of charge mapping service in case
of a disaster throughout the world. The main disasters that are covered are: Floods,
Earthquakes, Landslides, Severe Storms, Fires, Technological disasters, Volcanic
eruptions, Humanitarian crises, Tsunamis. Copernicus EMS mapping consists of Rapid
mapping and risk & recovery mapping services.
Rapid Mapping consists of the provision of geospatial information within hours or days
from the activation in support of emergency management activities immediately
following a disaster. Risk and recovery mapping consists of on-demand provision of
geospatial information in support of Disaster Management activities not related to
immediate response. This applies in particular to activities dealing with prevention,
preparedness, disaster risk reduction and recovery phases.

EMS products will provide useful information for the history of natural or man-made
disasters on the vicinity of pilot areas. Moreover, EMS products will be used together
with HYPERION products to enhance the assessment of damage after disasters. An
accuracy assessment of remote sensing based HYPERION products is also foreseen
using EMS products as reference.

Figure 15:Flood Delineation product in Venice at 14/11/2019
https://emergency.copernicus.eu/mapping/list-of-components/EMSR409
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4. MMS operational functions
4.1 Routine monitoring

Among the objectives of the RS-MMS is to provide suitable information for the routine
monitoring of CH assets. Remote Sensing products enable the inspection of CH assets
for hazards with slow or gradual onset. More analytically the routine monitoring will
include:
Three-dimensional models of the selected CH buildings.

Displacement maps (velocity and deformation time series product) [see session
3.2.1]. The initial products will show displacements from the start of 2017 till the end
of 2019. Then the maps will be updated every year.

Land cover change detection maps will be produced for each pilot area. Maps will
highlight changes in the broader area for the period 2010 – 2019. Routine monitoring
foresees the update of the maps every three years after the project lifetime.
Hyperspectral image maps depicting building materials will be produced during the
lifetime of the project, indicating the construction material types, health and strength
in every case. Such maps will also be produced in a routine monitoring context every
three years after the project lifetime.

4.2 Post-disaster monitoring

After landslide, earthquake or flood event an alert will be triggered in the GGS and the
respective remote sensing-based products [see Sessions 3.1.3, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3]
will be generated. Copernicus EMS products, if any, will also be downloaded in GGS.
Similarly, hyperspectral imagery analysis will be performed to detect changes in the
construction materials’ health and strength and contribute to damage localization and
assessment.

5. Communication with HRAP
5.1 MMS product formats

The output formats for the 3D models will be those of .ply, .obj, .wrl and/or .dxf.
Moreover, any accompanying image files will have the .jpg, .png and/or .tiff format. If
any image file need to be georeferenced, an extra file will be provided with the .tfw
format.
Similarly, the output format of the satellite remote sensing-based products will mostly
consist of raster (.tiff, .jpg, .png) or vector format maps (shapefile, GeoJSON,
geodatabase).

High volumes of raw and processed information are expected to be stored in the MMS
repository and therefore will be difficult to manage and recalled effectively unless
proper metadata is also stored along with the data and the output products. This
metadata has to incorporate in their structure all the information that identifies the
different structures/phenomena highlighted in the associated images/products. For
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the exploration and discovery of the information hidden inside of the large MMS
repository, new tools and methods have to be provided.

5.1.1 Metadata

Metadata is machine understandable information that describes a set of data.
Metadata summarizes basic information about data, which can make finding and
working with particular instances of data easier. The metadata to be shared and
understood must respect the rules that guide the shape and structure.

The metadata have value if they are self-consistent and interpretable by systems and
people. To do this we need to consider the directive that enabling the sharing of
environmental spatial information: INSPIRE (Infrastructure for Spatial Information in
the European Community). INSPIRE is an initiative to establish an infrastructure for in
Europe that is geared to help to make or geographical information more accessible
and interoperable for a wide range of purposes supporting.
We suggest XML format metadata file that not only complies with the INSPIRE
directive but also ensures a greater degree of consistency and harmonization across
data. Some standards that comply with this directive: INSPIRE profile of ISO 19115 ISO
19139 and ISO 19119.
Users will then have this ISO standards compliant metadata covering dataset
language, reference, description, geographic location, temporal extent and date of
revision, responsible party contact information, resource location and quality
information including product lineage.
The general structure of the metadata is organized into different air macro, and each
section must contain specific information. INSPIRE-compliant metadata are listed in
the below list:
o

o

o
o

o
o

Metadata
 Point of Contact
 Date
 Language
Identification
 Resource title
 Identifier
 Resource abstract
 Resource locator
 Resource language
Classification
 Topic category
Keyword
 Keyword value
 Keyword from INSPIRE data themes
 Keyword from repositories
 Free keyword
Geographic
 Geographic bounding box
 Countries
Temporal
 Temporal extent
 Data of creation
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 Date of publication
 Data of last revision
Quality & Validity
 Lineage
 Spatial resolution
Conformity
 Conformity
Constraints
 Conditions applying to access and use
 Limitation and public access
Responsible party
 Responsible party

There are 3 type of metadata in general, and the attribute is different for each type:
o
o
o

Series
Service
Dataset

In 2 the attributes for the three types of metadata are listed.
Table 2: the metadata attribute for the different type of metadata (series, dataset and service)

Metadata attribute

Dataset title
Dataset reference date
Dataset responsible party
Geographic location of the dataset
Dataset language
Dataset character set
Dataset topic category
Spatial resolution of the
Dataset
Abstract describing the dataset
Distribution format
Additional extent information for the
dataset (vertical and temporal)
Spatial representation Type
Reference system
Lineage
On-line resource
Metadata file identifier
Metadata standard name
Metadata standard version
Metadata language
Metadata character set
Metadata point of contact
Metadata date stamp
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O
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C
M
C
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X
X
X
X
X
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X
X
X
X

M
O
O

X
X
X

X
X
X

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
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O
M
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X
X
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X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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5.1.2 Use of Metadata in the context of the HYPERION project

The need for the project is to prepare metadata to accommodate the specific
characteristics of any particular CH hazard/phenomenon monitored, in adding to
standard metadata. 3 presents the suggested standard structure for all image/map
metadata, while custom metadata will have to be adjusted appropriately and added
to it depending on the contents of each data layer in the MMS repository.
Table 3: Proposed standard attributes of raw image data and image/map products

Attribute
Title
Source
Identifier
Abstract
Resolution
Temporal
Latitude
Longitude
North_latitude
East_longitude
South_latitude
West_longitude
Gemet_id *
Gemet_name *
AnyURL
Dataset responsible party
Distribution format
Spatial representation type
Lineage
On-line resource
Season
Region_name
Region_geonames_id
Geonames_name
Geonames_id

Father

date/time
geographic_coordinate or point_coordinate
geographic_coordinate or point_coordinate
geographic_coordinate (box_coordinate)
geographic_coordinate (box_coordinate)
geographic_coordinate (box_coordinate)
geographic_coordinate (box_coordinate)
image_content_region - region_type
image_content_region - region_type
image_content_region - region_type

date/time
image_content_region
image_content_region
image_content_region - administrative region
image_content_region - administrative region

Type
String
String
String
String
String
String
Float
Float
Float
Float
Float
Float
Integer
String
URL
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
Integer
String
Integer

* GEMET (GEneral Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus - https://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet/en/about/)

The following figures present an example of such metadata information and records
in Geographic metadata extensible markup language (GMD) standard, which is an XML
scheme implementation derived from ISO 19115:2003, Geographic information Metadata completed with ISO 19115:2003/Cor.1:2006. The first figure (Figure 16)
shows the full description of the temporal extent record from the INSPIRE
implementing Rules for metadata (ISO19139 - https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/id/
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document/tg/metadata-iso19139) and the second (Figure 17) an example of the XML
code.

Figure 16: Example of INSPIRE metadata definitions: temporal extent

Figure 17: Example of GMD metadata record

Software tools, some of them free (i.e. https://github.com/kalxas/GIMED), or python
code (https://gist.github.com/kalxas/e86d845f02b99067c129) can used to create the
INSPIRE compliant metadata. Depending on the source and frequency of the stored
HYPERION raw and processed data the most appropriate method for the creation of
metadata (manual/automatic) can be selected.
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Extracted metadata for each HYPERION product (preserved in the above described
XML and raster/vector files) will be imported, stored and provided by the HYPERION
Metadata Catalog, an implementation of the open source metadata catalog,
GeoNetwork.

5.2 MMS product repository

The MMS product repository could be a simple FTP server, but this would not allow
effective cataloguing and retrieval of the stored data. Therefore, it is proposed that
the repository will incorporate a cataloguing service, with easy browsing of the stored
data as well as specific APIs which could be used for the communication with HRAP.
Moreover, it is desirable that this server will be based on the principles of Free and
Open Source Software (FOSS) and International and Open Standards for services and
protocols. Thus, our preference for the MMS repository is to use GeoNetwork.

GeoNetwork (https://geonetwork-opensource.org/), which is part of the OSGeo
project, is a catalog application to manage spatially referenced resources. It provides
powerful metadata editing and search functions as well as an interactive web map
viewer. It is currently used in numerous Spatial Data Infrastructure initiatives across
the world. GeoNetwork provides an easy to use web interface to search geospatial
data across multiple catalogs. The search provides full-text search as well as faceted
search on keywords, resource types, organizations, scale, etc. Users can easily refine
the search and quickly get to the records of interest. Describe information using the
online metadata editing tools. The metadata editor supports ISO19115/119/110
standards used for spatial resources and also Dublin Core format usually used for
opendata portals. Using GeoNetwork, GeoSpatial layers but also services, maps or
even non geographic datasets can be described in the catalog. Easily navigate across
and find sources or services publishing a dataset.
GeoNetwork implements the following API protocols: OGC CSW, OAI-PMH,
OpenSearch, Z39.50, and also provides its own API to interact with other systems and
a DCAT/RDF search service. This is very useful for enabling communication with the
HYPERION middleware and eventually with HRAP.
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Figure 18: example browsing of data in GeoNetwork by spatial reference

Figure 19: example browsing of stored data in GeoNetwork with previews

When selecting a dataset/product imported metadata will be provided in a userfriendly interface through the HYPERION MMS metadata catalog (Figure 18, Figure
19). Users can either search records by geographic region and/or other data feature(s)
or browse the catalog to get a list of the available HYPERION datasets/products along
with their metadata. On selecting a specific HYPERION dataset/product from the
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results list, its generic (INSPIRE-based) metadata description is displayed in a human
readable format (Figure 20). Most common format datasets/products can also be
previewed and displayed.

Figure 20: Browsing one particlular product in GeoNetwork

Metadata will also be exposed by the HYPERION MMS metadata catalog in machine
readable format for automated processing. In particular, the metadata catalog
implements a Catalog Service for the Web (CSW) server, which provides an interface
for querying and retrieving metadata records over the web. In the HYPERION context,
each metadata record refers to a HYPERION product metadata set, and in particularly
in its generic (INSPIRE based) metadata set.
Some common CSW operations are:

o GetCapabilities: retrieves service metadata from a server
o DescribeRecord: discovers elements of the information model supported by
the catalogue service. The operation allows some or all of the information
model to be described.
o GetRecords: search for records, returning record IDs
o GetRecordById: retrieves the default representation of catalogue records
using their identifier

Each operation is a HTTP request that when executed returns an HTTP response
typically in XML format. CSW operations are combined with additional request
parameter for controlling the requests and responses.

5.3 Dynamic link to hazard and resilience assessment

The self-adaptation required for HRAP involves learning from monitoring data.
Physics-based deterioration models from WP4 will be integrated within a structural
model implemented using OpenSees Finite Element (FE) software. The FE software to
be used will be an open access tool enabling the desktop-, network-, or cloud-level
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distributed simulation of any (geo)structure under static, dynamic loads and ground
deformations.

Structural models together with the data taken form the sensor input system will be
fused within a stochastic embedding methodology (J. L. Beck, 2010) to produce
updated degradation predictions according to the data. This will be carried out
through the Bayesian Inverse Problem framework, whereby a multidimensional
posterior probability density function of deterioration parameters defined in WP5 will
be obtained and the overall multi-scale structural simulation can be updated (J. L.
Beck, 1998).
In Task 6.5 “Linking degradation and damage information into a dynamic hazard and
resilience assessment”, a stable numerical technique for the inference of uncertain
model parameters will be investigated in the context of the inverse problem.
Specifically, a software toolkit will be developed for approximate Bayesian
Computation (M. Chiachio et al., 2015) and model updating to integrate sensor output
with Kriging-based metamodels of structures to allow rapid updating of model
properties whereby hazard predictions can be made. Such computational tool will
allow us dealing with the computational complexity or even intractability of the
Bayesian inference for multi-scale integrity models, such as the one proposed in this
research.
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